
  

Scientifique profil :

Philippe Feraud is a 
scientific and technic 
expert for the french 
railway compagnie 

(SNCF) to the rolling 
stock department in 
the testing center in 

a laboratory near 
Paris, since 15 

years.



Scientifique profil :

His speciality is 
engenery forensic, is 
a failure analysis, the 

aim of this job is 
discover the root 

cause of damage or 
failure and propose 

the solution, for 
improve safety.
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We ask him question and he answered us :

* What is your dream ? And why ?

Professionally it is to bring something useful to science: to bring 
my little stone to the building

* Do you travel with your job ?

Yes a lot in Europe for research work in cooperation with 
universities or companies estrangeres.

Worldwide to give or attend international congresses

* Do you have project to improve your job?

Yes, of course, as an expert, it is my duty to develop my 
profession by developing new innovative techniques, for exampl



We ask him question and he answered us :

* Would you like to study sciences in a language different from yours?

No I give importance to learning science in the same language that Augustin 
Fresnel or Henri Poincaré.

But I deplore the low level of French in English in all disciplines combined

the universal language of science is mathematics for me

* Are you thinking about continuing with your work for many time?

Yes I consider my work as a passion a hobby that contributes to my personal 
development

* What do you prefer in your job?

The feeling of being useful to society by making rail transport ever more 
attractive and ever more secure
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